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Therefore, you can go to the direct link at the website above and download a copy of Windows 7 RC build 7100 for x64 or x32
systems. As Windows 7 is currently pre-release and the development will continue through the final RTM and general availability
release, this will be the last post-RTM version of Windows 7 you'll be able to download a copy of. Download Windows 7 RC build
7100 now and enjoy. Now, the issue is that your ISO is probably going to be updated before your Windows installation. To verify
that this is the case, you can inspect the ISO for a file called Windows.ISO.whql (whql stands for what is allowed), which is part of
the pre-installation requirements for Windows 7 x64. This file should be present if the ISO has been updated. If it is not, then it

should be possible to repair the image with a tool like Advanced SystemCare, which removes this file. Once you have the correct
ISO installed, you can install your language pack in the usual way. Just like normal, this will replace whatever was in the language
pack ISO with the one that you installed. If you are a regular TechNet or MSDN customer, then you can be as paranoid as you like.

We do not recommend that you check these hashes before the Windows 7 RTM build is leaked, or the RTM build is officially
released, but if you want to be extra safe, you can simply match the hashes that you just saw with the hash values that are present

on the Windows 7 RTM build CDs. Windows 7 Release Candidate Build 7100 is the RTM version of the OS, which is in beta at this
time. The RC will feature some limited and not all features of the final release. Some of the known features of the RC build are:
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Couldnt find a working multiboot ISO for SP1 or Sp2 for Win7. Issue is, the built-in
redist software works fine in XP, but is broken in SP1-SP2 for Win7. I'm sure there
are build 7600.16385 SP1-SP2 ISOs floating around out there as well. Windows 7

SP1/SP2 ISO Patch---7000.16384http://remicro.com/topic/3080-windows-7-sp1-sp2-i
so-patch-7000-16384/ Mon, 07 Oct 2008 17:17:02 GMThttps://remicro.com/topic/30

80-windows-7-sp1-sp2-iso-
patch-7000-16384/mirheide802008-10-07T17:17:02ZWindows 7 RC Build 7100 Patc

h---7002.16385http://remicro.com/topic/3081-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/ Sun, 26 Sep 2008 15:27:02 GMThttps://remicro.com/top

ic/3081-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/mirheide802008-09-26T15:27:02ZWindows 7 RC Build

7100 Patch---7002.16385http://remicro.com/topic/3082-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/ Sun, 26 Sep 2008 15:27:02 GMThttps://remicro.com/top

ic/3082-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/mirheide802008-09-26T15:27:02ZWindows 7 RC Build

7100 Patch---7002.16385http://remicro.com/topic/3083-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/ Sun, 26 Sep 2008 15:27:02 GMThttps://remicro.com/top

ic/3083-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16385/mirheide802008-09-26T15:27:02ZWindows 7 RC Build

7100 Patch---7002.16384http://remicro.com/topic/3084-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16384/ Sun, 26 Sep 2008 15:27:02 GMThttps://remicro.com/top

ic/3084-windows-7-rc-
build-71-patch-7002-16384/mirheide802008-09-26T15:27:02ZWindows 7 RC Build
7100 Patch---7002.16383http://remicro. If you've made your mind to purchase a

copy of Windows 7 x64 or x32 as well, though, you're going to find it online on the
Microsoft's official website. Furthermore, you'll be able to get a valid product key for
installation. Once you get a valid product key for installation, you can download the
latest version of Windows 7 RTM build 7600, as well as the Release Candidate build
7100. While you can also go to the Windows 7 section of the Microsoft website to
download a valid product key and get direct access to the RTM version, there is

another shortcut available from Microsoft - Windows 7 RC build 7100. 5ec8ef588b
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